What Is At Stake For Us In The 2020 Election?
By Mark R Anderson
I laid awake early this morning thinking of what is at stake in this 2020 election for followers of Christ and
the repercussions in America and around the world that will be felt if we do not make the right choices. As
someone who labors in ministry predominantly in Asia and Europe, I know what happens in Washington DC
greatly impacts the world for good or bad, depending how elections turn out. I love my God and this country
too much and will not remain silent! Let the Paul Reveres ride again for the sake of this nation! Israel served
the Lord all the days of Joshua, and all the days of the elders who outlived Joshua, who had known all the works
of the Lord which He had done for Israel (Joshua 24:31). Then as you move into the book of Judges, Joshua
passes away and they soon forgot their history, the works and miracles the Lord had done in their midst and
many turned from God. Israel faced many challenges when they forgot God and His workings in their nation.
Judges 17:6 says In those days there was no king in Israel; everyone did what was right in his own eyes. This
happened often and Israel suffered greatly, until a godly judge would rise up in their midst and lead them
back to God. America is at a similar crossroad! We are called to remember the great works of God, otherwise
disaster ensues when we forget His workings. Blessed is the nation whose God is the Lord … (Psalms 33:12).
In this upcoming election so much is at stake. We cannot stay uninformed and be uninvolved. We
could easily lose our way of life and certain freedoms we take for granted, like freedom of speech, the
right to bear arms, freedom of religion and much more, unless we rise up to vote, pray, get informed
and get actively involved. We need to stop being the SILENT or SILENCED MAJORITY, allowing the
loud, obnoxious voices of evil (the minority) to determine the future for this country, this election and
turn this country from freedom to Marxism and Socialism. This is the closest the USA has ever come to
being taken over by this diabolical and deceptive evil. I have ministered in many communist or former
communist countries. Marxism and communism are full of lies, empty fantasies and empty promises!
Marxism already has a tremendous impact in this nation! Look at how Big Tech: Facebook, Google,
YouTube and Twitter, to mention a few, have shut down conservative opinions in 2020 that do not line
up with their Marxist agenda. Look at many college campuses that have shut down free speech if you are
a conservative. Truth is no longer accepted, but you must conform to their talking points or be silenced.
Doctors who have been on the frontline of the coronavirus pandemic saving lives, have been silenced by
big pharma and big tech if they share about the success of Hydroxychloroquine and zinc. What do you
bet, shortly after this election is over, coronavirus will be a thing of the past and quickly go away.
Just look how many Democrat politicians like Bernie Sanders and Representative AOC have gained
great ground and become very popular for embracing Marxism and Socialism. This is not new! It has been
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carefully well-planned, organized though for many years! It has been carried out by professors, politicians
and the media, to mention a few. Marxists will keep pushing until they get resistance from us and then
back off for a season, only to begin pushing again at the right time, until they get exactly what they want
and completely transform the USA from freedom and liberty to control, causing us to do exactly what
they say and demand. A great example is the attack on freedom of religion, how many churches have
been shut down and remain silent, conforming to ultra government control, even though freedom of
religion is their constitutional right and President Trump’s administration stands up for this freedom.
Democrat mayors and governors welcome riots, looting and protesting, but don’t you dare open
your church. That is selfish! Proverbs 29:2 says When the righteous are in authority and become great,
the people rejoice; but when the wicked man rules, the people groan and sigh. There is a tremendous
amount of groaning and sighing going on, especially in Democrat-controlled states in 2020. If we are
uninvolved and disinterested in voting, not concerned with government and who comes to power, we
are to blame. We have no right to complain. They are in power because many Christians sat on the
fence uninformed, doing nothing to bring about proper governmental leaders or political change.

It Starts By Erasing Our History!
A prudent man foresees evil and hides himself, but the simple pass on and are punished (Proverbs 22:3). When
a righteous nation forgets their history, soon after that disaster follows! When we do not learn from history
and let others cancel our American culture and erase our history, freedoms are lost and some may never be
restored. Much of America and American Christians, sad to say, are clueless how the hand of God was involved
with the founding of this great nation and brought it about, despite great opposition, peril and loss of life.
Historian David Barton writes prolifically on the Christian heritage of this nation. Check out his new book
THE AMERICAN STORY! From Christoper Columbus, to the Pilgrims, to George Washington and many of our
early founders sought God diligently. On numerous occasions, they were supernaturally guided by the hand
of Almighty God in the founding of this great Christian nation. You may never know this because for the past
century many ungodly and God-hating scholars, politicians, historians, the media and others have been slowly
erasing our history, portraying leaders like George Washington and our founders to be oppressors, deists or even
atheists! This has caused many to accept, partner with and cower to political correctness and wickedness!
Did you know on July 9, 1755, George Washington, as a young colonel, led troops in the French and
Indian War. The army was massacred and it seemed all hope was lost. George Washington was shot at 17
times by an expert marksman (sniper). There were 4 bullet holes in his vest. He survived without a bullet
penetrating his body. Eight days later, on July 17, 1755, this young colonel and troops under his command
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arrived back to Fort Cumberland unharmed. Here are the words of this young colonel “I now exist and appear
in the land of the living by the miraculous care of Providence that protected me beyond all human expectation.”
This young colonel was quoted as saying “I have only been an instrument in the hands of Providence.”
Word spread quickly of this young officer and of God’s (providence) intervention in this battle. Rev.
Samuel Davies was considered to be the best preacher of those days. He began to share of this divine
moment in our nation’s history. As a result, the first Great Awakening hit the shores of America.
This story of God’s intervention was taught in our public schools for the next 150 years until those
who wanted God expunged from our history were able to remove it from our history books.
What about the time during the battle of Long Island in August 1776 when George Washington and his
troops were surrounded, facing massacre and greatly outnumbered by the British? They were boxed in with
no way out! The only way to escape was a mile wide river behind them, but the British were sending ships to
cut off this escape route. All of a sudden, fierce winds and heavy rain fell, preventing the ships from blocking
this escape. Washington and many soldiers escaped but many still remained, prepared to be massacred. Major
Benjamin Tallmadge remained behind and describes that day as the sun came up. All of a sudden a thick dark
fog set in where they could hardly see in front of themselves and every soldier escaped what would have been
a slaughter and a quick end to the Revolutionary War. Once again heaven’s intervention in our fragile nation!
They escaped only to turn the tide of the war. Three months later, with low moral and many leaving the
military, Washington had one last chance to turn the tide of the war or the war would be lost and come to an
end. With great odds against them, they crossed the Delaware River on Christmas night. The German-Hessian
garrison was across the Delaware and was well-guarded, but at pre-dawn, a violent snow and winter hailstorm
erupted, making the trek for Washington and his troops dangerous. Little did they know the German-Hessians
left their posts to take cover from this freak storm. When Washington and his troops arrived, there was
no resistance and the Germans were completely surprised, caught off-guard, and after only 45 minutes of
fighting, all surrendered to Washington, thus turning the tide of the Revolutionary War. We have the painting
of Washington crossing the Delaware that declared the providence and protection of God once again.
Another famous painting is of George Washington kneeling in the snow by his horse, given to intense
prayer at Valley Forge, while many of his men were dying from the elements. By the way, atheists and
deists are not given to intense prayer and intercession. It was during this time while Washington earnestly
sought the Lord that a beautiful angel appeared to him and this visitation is recorded in the Library of
Congress. This angel told him of three great perils America would go through. The first, the revolutionary
war, the second, the civil war and the third, being the most dangerous, is what is taking place in America
right now. In the third peril, Washington saw a dark cloud come over the land with a dark red light causing
cities and villages to be burned. It looked like all hope was lost until a trumpet sounded. Instantly a
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light of a thousand suns shone down from above America, pierced and broke into fragments the dark
cloud which enveloped America. Things began to turn around, our nation was spared once again.
The hand of God was all over Washington and the early founders, yet we have allowed Godhating professors, historians and scholars to slowly strip away our Godly history and inheritance.
When the children of Israel forgot the works of God, destruction was right around the bend. Edmund
Burke said “The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is for good men to do nothing.” Passivity
in the church, when it comes to establishing godly government, will destroy this nation, but if we
rise up with authority in this 2020 Election, we will see a great awakening come to America.
Woe (judgment is coming) to those who call evil good, and good evil; who substitute darkness for light
and light for darkness; who substitute bitter for sweet and sweet for bitter (Isaiah 5:20 Amp)! Today we have
many rioting, burning cities, toppling statues, erasing our history in a way to shame us into conforming
to evil. The same thing happened in China in the early 1960’s, and shortly after, millions were massacred
by Mao Zedong, who turned China Communist. Once freedom was lost it was never restored. America
today is going down a similar path, while most Christians remain silent and content in their churches,
unaware of the evil at the door! For our struggle is not against flesh and blood [contending only with physical
opponents], but against the rulers, against the powers, against the world forces of this [present] darkness,
against the spiritual forces of wickedness in the heavenly (supernatural) places (Ephesians 6:12).
President Trump has fought more for religious freedom than any president in my lifetime. He is far from
perfect, but is President of the USA for such a time as this. He is under constant attack from media and the
Democrats and many others who want to turn this country into a socialist state. Many Christians think all
these attacks and lies about him are because they are after him and hate him. He was loved by these same
people before he ran for President. They are not after him! They are after us! He just happened to step in their
way, to stand up, defend Christianity and try to restore what made our country so great! If we do not see this
country as worth fighting for the battle is lost! Heaven will hold us accountable if we are passive at this time
in history. We need to look well where we are headed! The simple pass on and are punished (Proverbs 22:3).
The Second Great Awakening in the USA occurred in the 1800’s. Charles Finney was used powerfully to
bring a Great Awakening and a shaking to America. Numerous Christian ministers were inspired by this bold
evangelist who was used to transform Northeastern America with the gospel of Jesus Christ. Many great
universities in the Northeast were established as Christian universities as a result this great awakening.
Yet today those same universities are bastions of atheism and communism, influencing the minds of
students for the destruction of America and what it was founded on. How quickly we forget our history!
There were times Finney walked into towns, the conviction of Holy Spirit would fall and thousands would
turn to Christ, without Finney uttering one word. Finney was given to intense prayer. He did not separate
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politics and evangelism (physical realm and spiritual realm). Here is an important quote of his regarding
the believer’s responsibility in politics and government. I believe this is also a key in seeing an awakening
at this time. He said “The time has come that Christians must vote for honest men and take consistent ground
in politics . . . Christians have been exceedingly guilty in this matter. But the time has come when they must act
differently. . . Christians seem to act as if they thought God did not see what they do in politics. But I tell you He
does see it and He will bless or curse this nation according to the course they [Christians] take [in politics].”
Now our nation stands at a crossroad! As believers in Christ, do we care anything about government
and politics or do we have the attitude of “whatever will be will be?” Many Christians say “The church
should not get involved in politics and government. Just keep it spiritual brother. We are all about Jesus
and revival! We do not need to focus on politics and this election.” My people are destroyed for lack of
knowledge… (Hosea 4:6). This passive attitude, when it comes to electing Godly or moral leaders,
is the reason evil has flourished and is set up and ready at this time to destroy this nation.
Did you know the American pulpit was largely responsible for the success of the Revolutionary War?
Ministers back then were called the Black Robe Regiment. They were bold, daring and knew that what they
were doing to bring about this great Christian nation could very well cost them them their lives, or if caught
by the British, lead to great torture! They were responsible for teaching the Bible but also training soldiers to
fight the British. The were bold and quickly became the target of the British because of their great influence
and impact in the war. Today there is a target on ministers by those who want to transform this nation
into a socialistic nation. The media and government (mostly Democrat politicians) target churches to shut
down their voice. Hillary Clinton’s mentor Saul Alinsky wrote “never let a good crisis go to waste” in his book
entitled RULES FOR RADICALS. He dedicated his book to Lucifer, the first one to rebel and gain a kingdom.
The very thing he wrote about is coming to pass in 2020, as many sit back and let evil call the shots.
I was recently in Alaska and had a dream one morning before returning home. I saw I was in an older building
and a well-known pastor walked in. I admire this man of God, who has greatly impacted the Kingdom of God for
the good. He approached me and uttered these words “We have been feckless!” Then he smiled, it seemed like he
was about to share some exiting news and all off a sudden a huge amount of change (coins) fell out of my pocket
and I could not hear what he was saying as I was kneeling down to pick them up and he left. The dream ended! I
sense we cannot continue with this western mindset influenced by Greek philosophy that separates the spiritual
(invisible) and natural (visible) realm. We need to be connected to both realms or evil fills that void! We can
not keep doing church the way we have and we need to rise up and embrace change! I write about this in great
length in my new book THE INFLUENCE OF GREEK PHILOSOPHY ON WESTERN CHRISTIANITY! Order your copy
today! www.markandersonministries.com/product/the-influence-of-greek-philosophy-on-western-christianity
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Black History
Many look at what is happening to the blacks in the inner cities of America! For many their plight is
deplorable and real change is needed to truly turn things around for them. It is good to start with a history
lesson to see how we arrived where we are today. It was the Republican party, founded primarily to oppose
slavery, that brought about the 13th Amendment and that voted 100% to end slavery in 1865, not the Democrats!
In 1868 94% of the Republicans voted for the 14th Amendment to give freed slaves citizenship. 0% of the
Democrats voted for this. The 15th Amendment giving freed slaves the right to vote passed in 1870 with 100%
Republican support and 0% Democrat support. The Ku Klux Klan (KKK) was primarily an arm of the Southern
Democratic Party to terrorize freed slaves. Who were the racists or white supremacists? The Democrats!
It was a very corrupt, deceptive Democrat President, Lyndon B Johnson (LBJ), who said in the 1960s “I’ll
have those niggers voting Democratic for the next 200 years!” From there LBJ made sure most inner-city blacks
became dependent on government handouts! Not too much, but enough to keep them voting Democrat and
wanting more handouts. Before LBJ’s Great Society Welfare Programs, the black illegitimacy rate was as low
as 23%. Now it is 72%! Most black mothers in the inner cities today are single. They are paid more money by
the government to remain single than to get married! This fatherless generation leads to increased crime and
incarceration! Most poorly-managed large cities in the USA are completely controlled by Democrat politicians,
for many decades and yet somehow the Democrats blame President Trump and the Republican party!
President Trump and his administration has ushered in the lowest unemployment levels amongst
blacks in the history of our nation, before the coronavirus pandemic hit. He also brought about true
prison reform to release many black prisoners who were unfairly incarcerated too long for petty
crimes, with the help of one of our Cody, Wyoming residents, Kanye West. How is President Trump,
who has only been in office 3 1/2 years to blame? What about Joe Biden? He has been in office for
47 years and done nothing to improve black lives! Yet he made this statement recently “Well I tell
you what, if you have a problem figuring out whether you’re for me or Trump, then you ain’t black.”
With the Coronavirus pandemic, Democrat politicians have exercised the harshest control, even to
this day, when there is no longer a pandemic according to CDC statistics. They seem to want to make sure
everyone knows who is in charge. Which politicians welcomed the rioting, protesting, looting, burning of
their cities after George Floyd died with a white police officer’s knee on his neck in Minneapolis? Democrats!
At the same time these Democrat leaders welcomed this, they kept the churches shut down. Do you see a
double standard here? This is the new face of Marxism, alive and flourishing in America. Is this what you
want in the 2020 Election? If not, then we’d better vote these power hungry politicians out of office!
Along comes Black Lives Matter and Antifa! Do you think they really care for black lives? Only if a white cop
shoots or kills a black person do they care! Look at all the innocent black lives who have been killed by black on
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black violence or those killed in the recent riots! They do not care! That is not their agenda! Black Lives Matter
co-founder Patrisse Cullors said unashamedly in a video from 2015 that she and her fellow organizers are “trained
Marxists.” www.nypost.com/2020/06/25/blm-co-founder-describes-herself-as-trained-marxist/. They were
trained by Eric Mann, a Marxist-Leninist and former member of the Weather Underground, which was declared a
domestic terror group by the FBI in the late 1960’s. Patrisse also said they call on spirit guides (aka as demons)
from their ancestors to carry out their mission. Do you think they care about the average black person? Think
again! BLM and Antifa have an agenda to take this nation down and also to destroy churches run by whites.
The NBA, NFL and MLB all embrace the BLM agenda that will take this nation down. That is why I quit
watching football. I do not like turning on TV to watch a football game and get lectured about politics. Millions
and millions of dollars are given to the BLM cause. What is sad is that many who support BLM and Antifa have
no idea of their demonic agenda to destroy this nation and what it was founded on. These radicals are toppling
statues of Abraham Lincoln in an effort to erase our history. Abraham Lincoln and the Republican party freed the
slaves! That is why I believe we are living in the most dangerous time in this nation. This is the 3rd and greatest
peril our country is facing. George Washington saw this in his angelic visitation at Valley Forge. I do not believe
this is letting up anytime soon, especially before the 2020 election. It will most likely greatly intensify, as they
need to get Donald Trump out of office to accomplish their demonic agenda and fill the Congress and Senate with
Democrat politicians that will fight their cause and do their dirty work. The Democrat party has been hijacked
by Marxists! Law and order will be a thing of the past if they get their way this election. Mob rule and thugs will
call the shots. Same in Communist China and Nazi Germany, when Hitler and the Brown Shirts came to power.
Our early founders shed their blood to give you this free nation, under God and the right to vote. Do not take
it for granted or freedom will slowly be stripped away! Time to rise up and use your God-given authority in the
spiritual and natural realm. Do not disconnect from either realm. The fate of this nations depends on you!
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